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CONTRIBUTOR/
JAMES LAUGHLIN IV is the greatest patron of
writing in this country. He is the only publisher interested purely in the merit of a man s work, Sensationalistic writing and writing that assuies its
publisher a financial success have not corrupted his
house at all. His NEW DIRECTIONS Anthology, now
that the third one is out, has proven itself to be not
only the most interesting but also the most important
publication of its kind in the English-speaking world.
And New Directions books are by far the most essential for the modern writer to see. If for no other
reasons than these, we would be proud to have Mx.
Laughlin as our Guest Contributor, but he stands on
his own merits as a writer of importance. He has been
writing steadily for several years and has published
poetry, fiction and criticism in many of the leading
magazines, both English and American.
As his article (page 5) deals with that important
phase of his work, New Directions, we shall limit our
remarks here to his other interests. He attended
Choate School, Wallingford, Connecticut, where he
studied under Dudley Fitts, winning while he was
there the Atlantic Monthly Essay Contest. For the
past seven years he has alternated terms at Harvard
with extended trips abroad, spending a good deal of
time in Rapallo, Italy with the poet Ezra Pound. At
Harvard he has helped to edit that fine magazine The
Advocate and won one year the Story intercollegiate
short story contest. He writes, "I have been studying
Latin and Italian and plan to write critical revalua
tions of both these literatures." He intends this to be
an independent attempt to get away from the officially
and conventionally accepted Roman and Italian litera
tures and ascertain what are the really valuable writ
ings. His current work consists in getting ready
translations of the Neoteric poets and of Leopardi, a
naturalistic novel whose hero is money, and some orig
inal work in spoken speech rhythms and with the
figures and allegory of naturalism in poetry.
Two summers ago he captained the United States
ski team that invaded Australia and New Zealand. He
is now back in Boston. His politics are Social Credit,
and the New Directions book reviewed in this issue of
HIKA, Delmore Schwartz's In Dreams Begin Responsi
bilities, is one of the most important books out in years.
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PAUL A. PALMER is Associate Professor of Hist
ory and Political Science here at Kenyon, and our
Faculty Guest Contributor this issue. His under
graduate years were spent at Bowdoin College, from
whence he was graduated in 1927. He received his
Ph. D. from Harvard in 1934. While at Harvard he
was awarded the Bayard Cutting Fellowship in modern
History to study abroad, and he carried on his work
at the University of Paris and the University of Kiel.
He has contributed to the American Political Science Revievo and Public Opinion Quarterly and also
to a volume of essays on political theory published by
the Harvard University Press. This is his first year at
Kenyon.
ALLAN SPALDING reviews Delmore Schwartz s
In Dreams Begin Responsibilities. Pronounced ' The
finest first book of poetry of this decade" by one of
our leading critics, it has been enthusiastically re
viewed all over the English-speaking world.
Much of the credit for Schwartz's startling success
and our pleasure in seeing him must go to our Guest
Contributor this issue, James Laughlin IV, the head
of New Directions, who, recognizing Schwartz's great
talent, put out this book when the money-grabbing
publishing houses refused to be persuaded by merit
alone.
TOM SAWYER again contributes poetry. He is a
senior, and a resident of West Wing, Old Kenyon.
DON MILLER gives us another story. We are also
glad to see that his column Why Yes, Pango is alive
again in The Collegian. As everyone knows, he is
Associate Editor of HIKA.
PETER TAYLOR, of Douglass House, Memphis,
Tennessee, S. A. E., and formerly of Southwestern
College and Vanderbilt University, prints two poemsHe has promised another of his fine stories for the
Commencement issue.
JOHN THOMPSON, Art Editor, writes a poemJ. WILLIAM CLARK proves his versatility by
adding poetry to his previous contributions in the way
of fiction and criticism. He is of New Jersey.
ROBIE MACAULEY lets HIKA readers see his
poetry for the first time. He has previously contrib
uted fiction; and he is reviewing James Joyce s nevS
book, Finnegan s Wake, for the Commencement issueHIKA f°r
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CHASE TOWER

The Function of New Directions
By James Laughlin IV
I have been thinking for several days that the colo
phon of the New Directions Press — a centaur so
solidly seated that he looks to be made of cement if
not lead — is not quite what it should be. A colophon
is a symbol. It should be accurate. So I shall order a
new one. This time it will be quite different. It will be
a chip on a shoulder — just a chip of fresh-cut wood
resting belligerently (though that may put some strain
on the artist) on a shoulder. For that is what New
Directions is—a gesture of insubordination and anger,
a kind of incarnation of dissatisfaction.
Yes, I have a mad on. I am good and sore. No
matter how good the snow was this winter I stayed
good and sore all the time. No matter how pleasant
the spring is I shall almost certainly stay sore. I be
gan to get sore about the time that Hart Crane couldn't
stand the American literary scene any longer and
hopped over the rail. I expect to stay sore until such
time as that choice collection of rats and lice the
American publishers get a grip on themselves and stop
letting American writing slide hellwards.
I persist in declaring that the publishers are at
fault. I know they are not in business for fun. I
know about overheads and expenses. I know about
competition. I know about all those things. And I
also know that I published William Carlos Williams'
WHITE MULE on a shoe string, gave it practically no
advertising and yet only lost a few hundred dollars on
h — and those I shall soon get back. It can be done.
There are enough readers in America to support really
first rate books, provided that the publishers will conlent themselves with a small profit and not waste their
funds in careless selections.
But will you find anybody on Fourth Avenue to
agree with my optimism?
I doubt it. They are all
sunk in their own mire, stewing in their own puke.
They have tried to make books behave like magazines.
They have tried to mass produce. And they have
made a mess. Sure enough, they do succeed in mass
Marketing three or four novels a year. But by setting
their machine in that gear they have produced enorm°us waste. There is room for four or five big sellers
a year. And there are twenty publishers or so. You
what happens. Each house almost ruins itself try*ng to promote its own brand on the vast scale. It is
gambling. And when once the gambler starts to lose
ke shies away from small stakes.
As far as good writing is concerned American pubfishing has practically collapsed. Only the novelist
fias much of any chance at all. The poet is out in the
c°ld. The critic is out in the cold. The essayist and
^ay, 1939

the belle-lettrest are practically frozen to death. The
biographer is still fairly safe. But how soon will he
be expected to make his portrait be a sort of verbal
version of the current Hollywood product?
In their rush to produce merchandise in conveni
ent and attractive packages the publishers have simp
ly deserted the craftsman. The publisher thinks in
thousands. Two thousand is his minimum, unless the
book is author-subsidized. He simply does not give
a hoot in hell about a product which has an initial
potential volume of five hundred (that would be a
good, difficult poet) or a thousand (that would be a
good literary critic) or fifteen hundred (that would be
a good, easy poet).
I hardly need explain what happens to the good
writers under such a system. They can choose be
tween a job, relief and starvation. Or they can sell out.
They can give up their ideals and turn out the com
mercial product.
I don't think Delmore Schwartz will object to my
using his case as an example. Schwartz, as most
readers of this publication will know, is one of the
most promising young poets we have. He is also a
brilliant critic and imaginative writer. Here is what
happened to Schwartz when he took his work around
to the New York houses. One and all they admitted
his talent and one and all they tried to trap him into
writing sexy novels. How did they do it? By telling
him they couldn't possibly consider his poems or his
essays. Then they tempted him with advances on a
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novel, trying to get him in debt to them so that he
would have to do what they wanted him to do.
Schwartz, who has plenty of guts, resisted. But
many don't. And then there is the writer who simply
couldn't commercialize if he tried. He just couldn't
manage to do it. Williams is such a writer, a man so
driven by his art that he is almost helpless before it.
Fortunately Williams has had his profession to keep
him and his children fed. But some men don't have
the strength to do a job and also write. Many a promis
ing young writer starts in to teach, for example, ex
pecting to write on the side — only to find that the
job takes his whole store of energy.
The plight of the writer is generally recognized.
Something just as important perhaps, of which less is
heard, is the destruction of the old-fashioned book
store. This is a grave loss to our culture. And it can
be laid directly at the door of the factory-system
publishers. Their methods of overproduction, false
valuation, pressure selling and quick turnover are
driving the old line bibliophiles out of business, or, at
least, out of the new book business. I have covered
the stores of the country pretty thoroughly and I can
count on my fingers and toes the ones I, as a booklover
and partisan of literature, would want to own. A
bookseller is no longer a man or woman who loves
books and wants to spend his life with them, reading
them, tending them, studying, cherishing, making them
a source of joy and enlightenment to his clients. No,
that's over. Today a bookseller is a go-getting fellow
who sees books as a source of income, a kind of goods
like candy or shoes to be "turned over" in as great
quantity and as quickly as possible. In how many
cities will you find a Joe Kling who will bring out an
odd volume from a corner, telling you, "Now here's
a book that came out in 1923 that I think you'll like?"
How many Gotham Book Marts will you find, stores
where a place of honor is set apart for the difficult poet
and the serious critic? How many Richard Laukhufs
will you find, men who'll keep plugging good writing
till hell freezes over? Is there in your city a Poetry
Bookshop where you can sit down and talk in comfort
about books and authors? Is there a John Howell's,
with its atmosphere like that of a cathedral? No, by
God, there isn't. What is there instead? There may
be two or three department store book departments
with all the peace and quiet of a five-ring circus, with
clerks who think Lloyd Douglas is Shakespeare's little
brother, with a buyer who would be caught dead be
fore he would stock a volume of Yeats. And then in
the suburbs there will be those little combination
lending library and gift shoppe affairs where you can
buy anything from the latest fiction bestseller to the
latest fiction bestseller. Yes, you dirty swine, you
can answer for these things too when you progress
from the hell you make on earth to the hell that awaits
you beneath it!
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I have a chip on my shoulder then, as you can see.
Mostly because the whole mess is so unnecessary.
Universal education may have debased the average
of the cultural level of the reading public, but it can
not have reduced the actual number of those fitted to
enjoy good things. Those readers are still there if you
take the trouble to reach them. It is true that we are
going through a period when the accent of interest is
on subjects sociological and economic, yet the love of
poetry is far from dead. Not a week goes by that I
don't get a letter or two from young people who want
advice about literary careers, or who simply want to
talk about their tastes and interests. The public for
fine writing is there; and thereby the publishers' sin
is all the greater. They are betraying a trust, lying
down flat on their responsibilities. It would be differ
ent if we were really in a decadence, but I don't be
lieve we are. And so I am good and mad and write
naive articles like this one and publish NEW DIREC
TIONS and the New Directions Books.
It all began rather accidentally. I mean the first
beginnings were unpretentious. There had come a
point where I couldn't stand Harvard any longer and
I had run away to Europe. There I gravitated, as so
many have done, to Ezra Pound and for a good many
months absorbed the wisdom of the Sage of Rapallo.
When the time came to come home Pound said, "Now
Boy, you do something!" And he gave me a letter to
Gorham Munson.
Munson was then running the Social Credit review
out with a literary page. We chose the name NEW
DIRECTIONS IN LITERATURE because we wanted
to print on that page samples of the prose and poetry
which were going ahead into the future in the way
which were going ahead into the future in the way that
Douglas' economic principles lead into the future.
There we printed Henry Miller and the Surrealist
and Pound's money cantos. Then New Democracy
stopped publication and New Directions went on by
itself. I gathered together the best experimental work
that I could find and brought out NEW DIRECTION
1936. The idea was very simple. There was no plaCC
in America where experimental and imaginative
writers could get published. It was essential that theie
should be one. Therefore, NEW DIRECTIONS.
the
The first intention was to do no more than
annual collection. But it soon became clear that there
was a need for a press doing books of the same character. Florence Codman was doing nobly with hei
Arrow Editions but she could not begin to take cal
of all the good manuscripts that were going beggin£
WHITE MULE had been refused by all the New York
pigsties (most of whom tried to steal Williams a yc®
later after the book had had its great critical success!)
Fitts
The beautiful, but difficult, poems of Dudley
other
were without a publisher. There were a dozen
Soi
manuscripts of equal interest and importance.
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armed with madness and not much more, I began to
print books. WHITE MULE was followed by Wil
liams' brilliant stories — LIFE ALONG THE PAS
SAIC RIVER, Fitts' poems by his splendid transla
tions from the Greek Anthology. And then this year
a much wider range of books: the complete poems of
Williams; Winters' essays on the fathers of American
Literature; Dujardin's Les Lauriers in translation —
the prototype of the stream-of-consciousness novel;
Pound's Culture and his translation of the Ta Hio of
Confucius; Examination, a symposium of exigeses of
Joyce's "Work In Progress"; the poems of Kay Boyle,
Charles Ford and last but a long, long way from least,
Delmore Schwartz.
In general, the reaction has been favorable. The
country has shown in no doubtful way that it does
want to read this kind of book. Some critics have felt
that we were too far to the right. That was not in
tentional. New Directions is not political. Either a
Communist or a Fascist who really had the goods as a
poet would be as welcome as middle-road liberals like
Williams and Schwartz. Next fall we hope to get out
in the same month the brilliant revolutionary poems
of Kenneth Patchen and the completely non-political
poems and stories of Elizabeth Bishop.
Some others have said that we did too much with
already accepted writers, that we were prolonging
"old directions." They objected to the inclusion of
Writers like Pound and Cummings, Stein and Boyle
in NEW DIRECTIONS. I see the point, the experi
ments of this group are no longer a novelty. Yet theie
is this side to it too: they may no longer be novel but
they are far from accepted, they are still outside.
And as such, since their work is obviously valid, they
should not be disregarded simply because they are not
the "latest thing." To uncover talented young writers
is one job for New Directions; another one, which is
just as important, is keeping in print good oldei
Writers who have failed — dubious honor
to make
the grade in the commercial system and been cast out
by the Philistines.
One other job which the press could usefully do
Would be to provide a communications service w ith
the European continent. Literature is not monoling
ual. American writers would not suffer from knowing
what European writers are doing. At present, except
for the novel, there is no communication between the
continents. A handful of people follow English poeti y
and criticism, but that is the end of it. France and
the other countries are complete blind spots. The
name of Valery is vaguely familiar; the name of
Eluard, a poet of real stature, is almost unknown. So I
hope that eventually the work of NEW DIRECTIONS
laboratory exhibitions or American experimenta
techniques and linguistic studies
can be done by
Quarterly so that the annual volume can be devoted
entirely to foreign writers.
May, 1939

One other project which I have in mind is the es
tablishment of a dollar series. This, in turn, will be
divided into several fields. There will be, first of all,
reprints of important modern classics that are a bit too
limited in their appeal for the Modern Library—books
like Williams' IN THE AMERICAN GRAIN, Dahlberg's BOTTOM DOGS, Cummings' EIMI. Then
there might well be selections of the modern poets
like those in the English Faber Library. It would be
a great help to American students if the best work of
men like Pound, Hart, Crane, Eliot, Stevens, Cummings and Williams could be available for a dollar.
The third division would be a series of brief critical
biographies of the writers who have formed the mod
ern tradition — Whitman, Melville, James, Flaubert,
Stendhal, Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Proust, Kafka, Yeats,
Rilke, Pound, Eliot and the like. It would be the aim
of these studies to give in compact form a really deep
critical summary of each writer. And finally, before
the coming generations completely forget that such
people ever existed I would like to see readily availa
ble selections of the writings of the Founding Fathers
— Jefferson, J. Q. Adams, Madison, Jackson and Van
Buren. That is a long way from experimental poetry,
but, if nobody else will do the job, then New Directions
will have to.
Let me close these notes with a frank and sincere
invitation; New Directions needs, deeply needs, the
help of all men of good will, both in the matter of
editorial policy and in distribution. So if you know
any serious readers, any partisans of true poetry, who
are not acquainted with the work of the press please
don't forget to send in their names. Or if you know
of an important book that needs urgently to be done,
or of a young writer whose work should be seen,
please don't fail to pass the good word along.
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Two Poems:
by Peter Taylor

SYMPOSIUM

I saw five

men talk to one woman two hours.

She wore a dunce's cap as the fashions run,
THE BISHOPS PASSING

And kept her parallel with all the lords
Their square cordova feet and felt heads one

Grief down on the corner

On the Peabody Hotel's tap room tables.

Brings a black brood

Mural Aesops mocked and foxed in fables

Around with priests and coroners

And set the pinhead howling, spitting twice

And long cars that crowd

Her beer in a lady handkerchief she pressed

Like blackbirds in the yard;

And once too often in a cigar face

And nothing is ever heard

To get a first finger

tourquoise on her chest.

But do not intrude,
Do not intrude.

Crying, Sugar Puss! she shut and rubbed,
And with a Haw, Hee, Haw they carried through

Clergymen with white scarves
And their black porkpies
Are there in number that proves
It is the Bishop who lies
A picture of health in the hall
Helplessly awaiting his pall.
Do not intrude,
Do not intrude.

Sleeping Ariadne
In the Vatican, the Bishop had held,
Was the only marble statue
With eyelids in the world.
And now a coroner takes his place
Devoutly guarding and watching His (irace.
Do not intrude,
Do not intrude.

The high injustice that their lady sobbed
Until the negro took a master's cue,
And managed to administer request
From the city's lowly to the city's best.
The indelible bruise above her necklace cross
Heaved the indignity of the afternoon,
But a silent five

blushed and blew their dross

To see how soon she had forgot her wound.

They talked hard into late day's glassiness
With no bed race within five

glassy stares.

She gave her hair=like roll her own caress
And pointed out the emptiness of chairs.
Big-eyed by double light the first

bulb brings,

Between her bottles the clown collected things,
Electrically the cows and donkeys spoke
The gold edge words, the same in any light.
And dumb things saw but could not know the joke
She would present at door with tropic flowers
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A Clean, Sweet-Smelling Place
By Donald L. Miller
Mike Connerin's living room was dark as he sat
there in his arm chair with the stuffing coming out of
the back. One thirty watt bulb was burning high up
on the ceiling. That was the only light there was in
the room. The place smelleci musty from the oldneso
and dampness of the walls, and from the old furniture.
Some places the wallpaper was yellow. But every
thing looked yellow under the light.
While he was sitting there waiting for Mrs. Connerin to come in from wiping the dishes, Mike thought
about himself. He had thought about himself so often
he could pretend he was someone else, not himself at
all, who stood over there in the dark corner and

"Yeah. Yeah, I know. I hate this place. The dust
chokes yer lungs, an yuh can't breathe. That gieezy,
dead smell everywhere, yuh can't smell nothin e^s^Dirt, it makes yer eyes sore to look at. Yeah, I know.
"Why don't yuh go, Mike? Go to the country, It's
spring in the country now, Mike. The trees are fillin
out. an the flowers are bloomin."
"I don't go 'cause I've got a family. I've got a job.
I've got a house. I don't go 'cause I've got no money.
Yuh're not free without money. I've tried to get away.
Ever since I come to the city frcm the orphanage, I
been tryin to get away. They say yer free to do as
yuh like. Sure. But not me. I got no money to be

free on. Gaaa."
Mike's wife stood just inside the door. She was
pale. And in the darkslowly. "Yuh're livin'
ness she looked like a
the wrong kind of life.
dead person, a dead
I
It don't agree with
person with a sad
you."
mouth and blank
"Yeah." Mike
eyes. She stood there
watching Mike, She
vy
sighed, clashed his
i
was used to seeing
teeth once.
1
him sitting there
t<
"Yuh shud be a
ing him, sitting there
farmer, Mike. And
in the chair, every
live in the country.
evening after dinner.
There it's clean win
Tonight he seemed
ter and summer alike.
more tired than usual.
In winter yuh culd sit
Mike shook his
by yer fire, an smell
head violently. His
the fine logs burnin,
wife sighed, and tilted
an watch the flames
her
head to one side.
(
dance.
Yuh'd be
"Yuh look tired,
warm and clean,
Mike. Have a hard
Mike. In summer yuh
day?" She took a
culd work in the
large breath before
fields, an get the clean
she spoke, and exhaled it with the words.
smell of the earth on yer hands, An feel the fresh
"Naw, not bad. Drove some fellows out to the
breezes against yuh. Yuh culd watch the trees and
country today. Out past all the big houses. It's spring
flowers blossom, an yuh culd smell their nice smell.
in the country, Sue."
Yuh're wrong, Mike, livin like yuh are in the city on
"I know, Mike. It's gettin warmer, an people are
a narrow slum street."
beginnin to sweep off their front walks. I was out
"Yeah. Yeah."
myself today."
"Yuh don't know anathing about spring livin like
"It's dirty and cold in winter. It's dirty and hot
this
in the city. Yuh don't know anathing about life."
in summer. Yer kid plays in the dirt and stink with
Mike
smiled. "I'm goin ta work in the country toother slum kids. That ain't right fer yer kid, Mike.
Boss took me off the truck. I'm goin ta saw
morrow
An look at yer house. Look an smell. It s dark an
logs.
They're
putting a railin on a country road just
yellow an dirty, an it smells like dead th.ngs ai e
outside
a
town."
under the floor. All day yer wife works in this house,
"That'll be nice for yuh, Mike. I hope it don't
Mike. An nights when yuh're tired and sore, yuh've
rain."
got to sleep here. It aint healthy.

talked out at him.
"Yuh're an unhappy man," this someone else said
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"Yeah." Mike settled back in the chair. His wife
sat on a wood rocking chair and rocked back and forth.
They just sat there not talking, not looking at each
other. After a while Mike said: "It's gettin late, Sue.
Let's go to bed." And they went upstairs together.
The next morning was like every morning. Mike
got up at five-thirty and went down to breakfast. The
stairs were narrow and steep, and coming down Mike
could see the dust floating around in the air. Mike
wished his wife would pull down the blinds before
breakfast instead of afterwards so he wouldn't see all
the dust. Mike drank the coffee and ate doughnuts
while his wife finished with his lunch box. After
breakfast, Mike kissed his wife. He could just as well
have shaken hands with her, or slapped her on the
back. Then he put on his cap and left the house. He
walked down to the garage where they kept the trucks.
The truck he was to go out to the country on was all
ready when he got there. He said "Hello" to a couple
of men he knew, then climbed up over the side of the
truck. The coolness of the morning air blowing over
the top of the driver's cab made him shiver. But it
was better than the greezy stink inside the cab. It
was a nice day out. He was glad.
The buildings became smaller as the truck went
from the core of the city towards the country. It went
past the houses "of the rich" where no one was up yet.
It went a mile or so out the highway where it turned
off on a hard dirt road which ran along the side of a
hill. Another half mile out the dirt road and the
truck stopped.
The crew-boss had been riding in the cab with the
driver. He got out.
"This is the place," he said, "let's get outatha
truck." He walked over to the large box at the side
of the road. He unlocked it. The tools were inside.
The crew-boss stood right there while the men got
their tools.
"We laid out the post holes yesterday," he said,
"You know what to do." He shut the tool box, and
then climbed on top of it. He sat there watching the
men work. Mike took his saw to where the uncut
logs were. The logs were already marked so he began
to saw them. As the sun swung overhead he began to
sweat. It felt good to sweat and not get sticky with
dirt. Mike liked the sweet smell of the saw dust. He
liked its yellow color. He liked the way the grass was.
Mike worked steadily sawing the logs, pausing after
every two or three to rest and to glance around at
the country. Up on the road the other workmen were
working so slowly that Mike had sawed enough logs
by lunch-time to last them all day. After lunch he
sawpd some more logs. Then he went off to rest in
the glade which was below the road. No one noticed
him leaving. The crew-boss had left in the truck at
lunch-time, and the other workmen were up on the
road working.
10

It was quiet and cool in the glade. Mike thought
that someday he would live in the country, and he
would have some trees in his yard. And his son
would have some trees in his yard. Mike sat down on
the grass and leaned back against a big tree. He sat
there a while just breathing in the fresh smells, and
looking around at the trees. They were all big trees
and little trees. He wondered where all the trees he
had sawed had come from. They were good and strong,
middle-sized trees, not at all like the big old rotten one
over there. Mike got up, and went over to look at the
big old rotten tree. It had a hole in its side big enough
to hide in. Once he had seen a big tree in the city with
a lot of cement in its side. He wondered why someone
didn't put some cement in this old tree.
Mike could hear the other workmen up on the
road talking and laughing and working. They sounded
far away. He looked into the hole in the tree. It was
dark, and it smelled like the old furniture in his livingroom. He put his hand in and pulled it out quickly
when he thought there might be a snake or something
living inside. Then he lighted a match and looked
in again. There wasn't any snake or anything, only
some dead wet leaves and a little tin box. Mike
wondered what a little tin box was doing in an old
rotten tree. He reached in with a long stick, and
pushed it around. Nothing happened. So he reached
in with his arm, and pulled it out. There wasn't a
lock on it so he sat down at the foot of the tree and
opened it.
The box squeaked when he opened it, like the
hinges where he lived when it was damp out. Inside
the box were packages of money bound around the
middle with gray bands of paper with $100, $250 and
$500 marked on them. Mike put his hand to his pocket
to see if this money looked like the one dollar bills he
had, but he remembered he didn't have any. Mike
put his hand into the box, and pushed around. He
figured there must be twenty little packages there,
but he didn't count them. He just shut the box, picked
it up, and started walking home with it. While he was
walking he held the box under his coat with his arm
so nobody would notice that he had it.
It was a long walk home. He could have waited,
and gone home on the truck with the other men just
as he always had, but they would have asked him
what was inside the box, and he didn't want to tell
them. And he wanted to get started home right away.
It was dark, and his feet were tired from walking
and his arm was tired from holding the little tin box
under his coat when he finally came to open his front
door. He walked into the living room. His wife was
sitting there with another man whom he had never
seen before. She was sitting on the hard sofa. He
was sitting in the easy chair.
"Mike," his wife said, "you're three hours late.
What's happened?"
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"Nothing," said Mike, and he wondered if the
strange man suspected what he had under his coat.
"I thought something had happened to you," his
wife said, "so I called Mr. Gleesy over. He's a neigh
bor."
"Well," Mr. Gleesy said, "since you are back all
right, Mr. Connerin, I think I'd better leave."
"Yeah," Mike said, and shook hands with him.
Then the man left. Mike went to the door, and
watched him cross the scrubby lawn and go into his
own house. Then he walked back to the living room.
He took the little tin box from under his arm, and
gave it to his wife.
"What's this?" his wife asked taking the box. "It
isn't my birthday."
"Open it," Mike said. He trembled a little as he
watched his wife lift the cover and look inside. His
wife looked inside for a long time. "Money," she said.
It was more money than she had ever seen before in
her life, except at the picture house in those gangster
pictures.
"Where did you get all this money? she asked too
fascinated by it to close the box, or even to look up
from it.
"I found it in a tree near where I worked today,"
said Mike, and then he told her all about it.
"What should we do with it?" she asked.
"We should put it in the bank, and move out to
the country where it's clean and sweet smelling.
"No," his wife said, "we ought to travel. We ought
to go to New York. We ought to see all the pictuie
stars in Hollywood. I've always wanted to travel.
"Okeh," Mike said kindly, "and then we'll put
what's left in the bank and move out to the country.
M ke didn't go to work the next day. He stayed
in the house, and hid the tin box in the attic after
taking out a package of fives and a package of tens.
He knew that no one would ever find the little tin box
in the attic because he never even went up theie him
self. And the next day they started on their trip.
The three of them went down to the bus station so
they could buy their tickets, and not miss the bus. So,
after they had bought their tickets to New York, they
had to sit in the chairs in the bus station for three
hours before the bus went. They sat there, the three
of them, only Mike's son got up every once in a while
and walked around, looking at the people and at the
little toys in the glass case opposite the lunch counter.
There were lots of toys there. Mike gave his son
fifteen cents to buy a glass gun with little round candy
in it. Then he went around the station pointing the
little glass gun at people and laughing. This was more
fun than going to school, even if he hooked most of
the time to smoke cigarettes with the guys, and watch
out for the cops so as they wouldn t be caught.
Mike thought the station was a very nice place.
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There were lots of people walking around to look at,
and it was clean and nice, only a few old newspapers
on the floor. And every now and then a voice an
nounced a lot of names of cities over a radio, but he
couldn't understand what the voice said. It was all
mumbles and nasals. And then the voice said: Nnnn
Yak, buz on planferm six."
"That's our bus," Mrs. Connerin said. Mike picked
up the leatherette bag they had bought to put their
good clothes in, and they all went out to the platform,
and climbed into the bus.
A good looking man in a gray uniform came around
and punched their tickets, and told them to give him
their bag so he could put it in the baggage place with
all the other passengers' bags. The man was the
driver, and he was very business-like. So right aftei
all the bags had been put away, and all the passengers
were in, the driver yelled "All aboard, and got on
himself. The bus made a rumbling sound, and began
to move.
Mike sat next to the window on one side. His son
sat next to the window on the other side. Mrs. Con
nerin sat with her son, and looked out the window
over his shoulder. The bus went through traffic like
a running fullback. And it was so high that Mike
could look down on trucks even bigger than the ones
he used to drive, and all the pedestrians scurrying
around, and the little automobiles which always
seemed to get tangled up, and then get untangled
again. Soon the bus was going through the fine resi
dential district with its big houses and the lawns and
trees and big cars driven by men in uniforms like the
bus driver's going in and out.
Mike rode out the same way in his truck when he
went to work in the place where he found the little
tin box. He called over to his wife to tell her about
it, and the man sitting beside him looked up from his
story magazine and crinkled his nose at him. So Mike
didn't try to call over to his wife again, but just sat
there in his leather chair and looked at the scenery.
The bus went over hills and through little countiy
towns which Mike thought it would be nice to li\ e in
because they were clean and peaceful, and you didn t
have to have a car to get to the grocery store. And
the bus went right along, not stopping for anything
except to let a passenger off, or to get a new one on.
Mike wished the man sitting beside him would get off
so he could call over to his wife. But he didn't get off
until they got to Pittsburgh where they all got off for
lunch.
Almost everybody who was going on ate at the
lunch counter in the bus station. Mike ordered tomato
soup, and a hamburger, and a root beer. His wife
and his son got the same things. After they had fin
ished lunch, they still had some time. They walked
(Continued on page twenty)
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The Undergraduate And Public Life
Some years ago (in July of 1931),
litical ladder rung by rung. The lat
the leading article in Harpers bore as
ter course, furthermore, is impeded
a title the arresting question, Why
by the American rule of local resi
Don't Your Young Men Care? and
dence. If the would-be politician re
as a subtitle "The Political Indiffer
sides in a district in which his party
ence of the American Undergradu
is in a permanent minority, the road
ate." The author, Mr. Harold J.
to political advancement is blocked.
;
Laski, Professor of Political Science
The
ambitious young Englishman
!»
at the University of London, was pecu
who has won the confidence of his
liarly qualified to discuss the theme.
party leaders may seek election in
Still a young man himself, he had
any available "safe" constituency.
won an international reputation as a
Moreover, there is absent in this
profound and prolific writer on po
country the tradition which in Eng
litical philosophy and institutions, had
land imposes on the scion of an old
taught hundreds of undergraduates in
or wealthy family the obligation to
several English and American uni
assume leadership in public affairs.
PAUL A. PALMER
versities, and as a participant in the
Nor do teachers and elders in Ameri
councils of the British Labour Party and as an adviser
ca inspire political ambition in their youth. Professors
to governments had become a powerful influence in
of social science are absorbed in their teaching and
the public life of his own country. Lest the pluper
research, whereas English social scientists may be "at
fect tense here be misleading, let me hasten to add
the very center of the stage." The older generation,
that he is still active as a writer, teacher and man of
fearing critical inquiry into the foundations of society
affairs and is this year a visiting professor at one of
and a disclosure of its own failures, does nothing to
our great state universities.
dispel youthful cynicism and indifference.
As viewed by this competent observer nearly a
Such a mood, Mr. Laski warned us, is a dangerous
decade ago, the "cynical aloofness" of the American
one. The future of America lies in the universities.
undergraduate suggested a contrast, an explanation
It is insecure unless the American undergraduate very
and a warning. The contrast was with the attitude
soon "can be made to see that the statesman who
of students in European and especially English uni
shapes the contours of public life builds the condition
versities. Undergraduates at Oxford and Cambridge
upon which depends alike the progress of science and
scholarship."
engage in party activities, maintain continuous contact
with politicians, and seek to enter the House of Com
The future envisaged by Mr. Laski with some mis
mons at the earliest possible moment. The American
givings has become the recent past and the present.
undergraduate, on the other hand, lacks political con
At home political landslides and economic castastrophe
victions, "talks of American politics as though they
have swept away old landmarks, buried many of our
elder statesmen (Mr. Hoover, however, is tunneling
were the remote affairs of a distant planet," and
"speaks of politicians as though they represented some
his way out), and thrown up new leaders in labor and
inferior subspecies of the human race." Men with
politics. Abroad new regimes and philosophies, wars
self-respect, he thinks, do not enter politics; the very
and rumors of wars threaten our democratic institu
word "stinks in his nostrils." The young American
tions and our national security. Amid these worldregards the civil service as the resort of the secondshaking forces, have American undergraduates suc
rate and the legislature as the resort of the third-rate.
ceeded in performing the stupendous feat of remaining
The explanation of this contrast, according to Mr.
indifferent to it all?
Laski, lies in the fact that in American history busi
Not entirely, it seems to me. For one thing, they
ness has been more important than government and
have turned in increasing numbers to courses and
its rewards in income, prestige and power have been
concentration in the social sciences. Although figures
more alluring. Bred in an aquisitive society, the
for all liberal arts colleges are not available, the trend
student has no time for activity unrelated to his
is unmistakable. At Harvard, for example, concentra
chances of personal success. Even if he looks forward
tion in the social sciences increased from thirty-two
vaguely to eminence in public life, he may well reason
per cent, in 1926 to forty-three per cent, in 1937. Since
that the way to it lies in the winning of distinction in
such increases have been at the expense of ancient
business or a profession rather than climbing the poand modern languages, the fine arts, and philosophy!
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some university presidents (notably Butler of Colum
bia, Seymour of Yale, and Conant of Harvard) have
expressed alarm. "If our liberal colleges should be
come anything like schools of contemporary social
science," said President Seymour in 1937, "we run the
risk of cultural disaster." The point is a debatable one;
but since figures for 1938 and 1939 show that reports
of the imminent demise of the humanities have been
somewhat exaggerated, it need not be labored here.
In any event, such a trend may not in itself indi
cate a real change of heart. Foreign observers, Mr.
Laski among them, concede that the social sciences
have long been more extensively studied here than
abroad and that at least a sizable minority of Ameri
can undergraduates are extremely well informed on
public affairs. What they find puzzling is the absence
on the part of such students of any feeling of respon
sibility to make use of their information. Accordingly,
another change within the past five or six years seems
to be of more fundamental importance. Mr. Laski's
contrast between the politically active English and the
secluded American professor of social sciences is no
longer valid. It is enough to mention the presence of
professors in positions of power and influence in the
Social Security Board, the Securities and Exchange
Ccmmission, the National Labor Relations Board, the
National Resources Committee and in the Depart
ments of Commerce and Labor. This is not the place
to discuss the virtues and limitations of professors as
administrators and advisers. It is pertinent to re
mark — and I am thinking of examples within my
personal acquaintance — that professors who have
served state or nation return to their classrooms en
riched by their experience and better equipped to
arouse in their students a sense of the reality and im
mediacy of the issues of statecraft.
To return to the attitude of undergraduates, I note
a significant change in regard to the civil service.
What students of public administration call the "pres
tige value of public employment" has risen considera
bly in the past few years. Certainly few young men
today look upon the executive civil or foreign service
of the federal government as the resort of the secondrate. As unemployment invades private industry and
the learned professions, they look hopefully for op
portunities in an expanding public personnel; and as
government undertakes new and difficult tasks, the
able and imaginative among them no longer regard a
career in its service as one of dull routine. Indeed,
the sad truth is that the instructor in political science
is frequently compelled to discourage the young man
who seeks such a career. There are still comparative
ly few positions open to the promising but inexperi
enced college graduate with an arts or science degree.
Some progress, to be sure, has been achieved in build
ing up a career service. Under the leadership of
Commissioner Leonard D. White (a university proMay, 1939

fessor, by the way), the United States Civil Service
Commission a few years ago gave examinations, open
to college graduates, testing general intelligence and
information; and about a thousand successful candi
dates received positions in various departments and
agencies of the federal government. Further changes
must be made in the structure of the service if these
appointees are to have any assurance of advancement
to really attractive posts and if the experiment is to
be continued. Another example of an attempt to build
a bridge between the colleges and the public service
is afforded by the recently established National Insti
tute of Public Affairs. On the basis of a nation-wide
competition, it now offers annually some fifty intern
ships in public administration to seniors and recent
graduates. Interns carry on investigations and as
semble data for administrators and legislators in Wash
ington, and enroll in seminars conducted by public
officials. Thus far the venture seems to have been re
markably successful; most of the thirty interns who
completed their work in 1937 found positions in the
services of national, state and local governments.
Significant and encouraging as this development
may be, it relates, after all, to but one aspect of the
governing process. What of the other side — service
to the community as legislator or elective executive?
At first thought, little change seems to have taken
place in this respect; and the contrast between the
American undergraduate and his English analogue is
still marked. The fact is, of course, that the young
American who aspires to a career in public office is
well advised to equip himself with a law degree. Ours
is still, in the immortal schoolboy paraphrase of the
language of James Harrington and the Massachusetts
Constitution, "a government of lawyers and not of
men." Members of the bar, a small minority in the
House of Commons, constitute something like twothirds of the American Congress; and the highest
prizes in state legislatures usually go to the legally
trained.
Nevertheless, I do see some signs of change here,
too. If, for the reason suggested, American undergrad
uates but rarely contemplate immediate entrance into
party clubs or legislative halls, they are displaying an
increasing interest in influencing public opinion and
public policy. In some universities, undergraduates,
on their own initiative, have founded political and
economic reviews; and contributions to them offer
am pie evidence that students are learning to stand on
their own feet in the discussion of public affairs. I
have observed, too, that in some of the university
dailies, at any rate, student editors who in my genera
tion confined their attention to college government
and discipline now pass judgment upon national and
international affairs with all the finality of their elders
(Continued on page nineteen)
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WINTER WINDOW

TO E. H. T.
9

Hidden from darkness in a world of light

The fossiMike filagree

Where heart is sight and sound untravelled through

Skeleton stands, structural dust;

The undivided spirit merged into

While cyclorama greens mill, agree

Its brilliant music of prenatal night,

In blending shades of copper rust.

Mind nucleus of uncreation, you

Its twigs are etched and bone—like fingers,
Beckoning toward some infinite ghost,
Which ever beyond my reach yet lingers;

Perhaps could feel the shadows drawing tight
In circles of extension to construe
TO A POINT

Division from the self's unbounded stream;

Truths nebulous twilight host.

Percieved the goddess on her mirrored height

Never stronger weather blew

THE HIGHEST PART
Fashioned on Heaven's marble heath

found

'Tis joy to join this shadow band;

The spirit but a thing of prisoned sound

I press against the stiff, cold glass.

God its guarantor
Unautomatic sovereign, mind, boasts the bodies,

Dissolved like rocking light, the heart unwed

My breath frosts prior frozen sand,
And helpless I must feel it pass.

strict control
Poised tablet for the cutting image

Of love betwen both visions, finally

Than that first
night
That marriage night, the first

elm tree

We ever knew.

To brilliance in the vigilant blood, the head

Sporadic the fury and strange the lust

Usurping monarch of a doubtful dream.

—Tom Sawyer, Jr.

Allan Spalding

Recalling the mother's breast
Remembering a deep distress,

Until the wind whirring in its brutal corners
Drains the cool interior skull of life.

Eccentric and psychical at best.

The bulbous headed cretin
Fumbles the memory of lucid darkness

Contemplate a bathtub whirlpool —

Before his life's machinery sprung its poisoned

And let us know the denotation,

rhythms
And left him on these coasts of light.

What confusion of emotion i

Six Poets

What fool
fumbling in a serious fashion,
Watching the water gurgle out
Reveled in the nakedness i

The eyeless old one by the fire
Singing thinly; finds

nothing to reflect on

Shadows weave the mind's dry bed
Where once was water.

Last night our lust was strong.
Sweat dripped down on shameless sheets.

Sealed in the bodies' close embrace
The mind is subject to the muscle's run

Long muscles had forgotten
The weight and saturation at the bottom
Of the ocean. This is our first

fog

ON THE MILL ROAD

This morning, and I was thinking

The bones of memory cast up by seas

How complete a lover, calm, he is

Are unreal numerals on quilted shores.

With long fingers

They make no sum nor skeleton

how he lingers.
David McDowell

j

But shine like plaster: objects to

!

Furnish the closet of an alchemist.
But should the sea turn suicidal whale
And cut its throat upon the dagger=coast,
The spotless skeletons would tumble out,
And falling on the delicate shores, destroy
Them, stir them into loose and crazy dust.
Rohie Macauley
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The flesh's

deadly process rends its ardors

Whose blackened acids sear its fibre

POEM
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What buried wagon lumbered
To town scattering on the road
These long orange=toothed cobs,
We cannot know.

Until its colder striving conflagrates
In Death's silent explosion.
J. William Clark

Nor do we know the sharp
Hedge unreaped beyond the stubble,
Nor upon the far hills
The ripe surrealist cones.
We see the man stand high
In his jolting wagon,
Watch him pass leaning against
The clouds above the road.

a

John Thompson
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BOOKS
FROM FEATHERS TO IRON
IN DREAMS BEGIN RESPONSIBILITIES, by Delmore Swartz; New Directions, Norfolk, Conn., 1939,
$2.50.
There are, so far as poetic language is concerned,
two kinds of writers; complex writers and pure writ
ers. To the first category most poets belong, for it
is the one in which imagination is largely dependent
on the influence of literary tradition, language attain
ing an unalloyed originality only after a fairly long
period of experimental fusion. The particular genius
of the second, on the other hand, is completely spon
taneous and independent of cliches, although it may
allow itself to be directed somewhat by them; in the
second category, language is necessarily revolutionary
in the sense that it is an immediate expression of its
author's personality, unmodified by external example
or any rigorous conscious discipline. Pure poets sel
dom establish successful schools, for their power defies
imitation. In Dreams Begin Responsibilities is a book
of pure poetry despite the fact that certain isolated
poems betray the influence of Crane, Stevens, Eliot
and Auden. It contains some of the finest poetry in
our time or any other.
Delmore Schwartz is in many respects the most
brilliant poet living. He apparently has achieved per
fect integration to his purpose; one dominant theme
binds all the work together he has composed so far.
Schwartz is not, like Auden, misdirected by too ready
a negative capability for fads, superficial intellectuality
and private allusions; the difficulty of Schwartz's lan
guage lies in its strangeness, not its privacy. Schwartz
is entirely a public poet, and is more definite and
constructive than Auden. On the whole, he has ac
complished the most startling synthesis of analysis
and imagination, impulse and will, observation and
intuition, of any modern writer.
This book is his first and consists of a philosophical
poem (in which metaphysics combines with social and
pathological penetration); eleven poems constructed
on a fugue form; twenty-four pieces which continue
the dominant themes of the previous eleven, some
what altered; a play on the modern dualism of reason
an d faith; and the title story, which not only displays
the inevitable harmony of a beautiful prose style,
but also contains the shrewd understanding of a great
psychologist.
Coriolanus and His Mother is a long poem partly
in prose and partly in verse. Considered by itself, it
is the best criticism of a Shakespearean play ever
written; however, there is more importance in its
16

connection with the rest of the book, for it forms a
prelude to the succeeding fugue. Schwartz is con
cerned with the moral position of the separate individ
ual, who is unable to fulfill himself in society, to bring
thought into focus with act; who is too strong to lead
a life of hypocrisy and too weak to probe himself and
reconcile his emotions. The only center of individual
unity is the Ego; the self, undisciplined, is drawn by
conflicting desires into innumerable selves. "Most
men, to quote again, lead lives of quiet desperation,
the victims, all of them of innumerable intentions."
Coriolanus lacked moral conviction; he was unable
either to betray himself to the weakness of love, or
to become a great murderer. His only moral act lay
in his renunciation of Rome ("his mother") following
his banishment from the city; indeed, he had at last
found personal salvation, for he rose from his decision
purified and united in one unfaltering purpose. But
the conflict between love and hatred wrought his
ultimate downfall and prevented him from becoming
a public conqueror.
Schwartz emphasizes the timelessness of the plot
("The curtain rises on the heart of man") by placing
the ghosts of Aristotle, Marx, Freud and Beethoven in
the wings of the theatre to comment on actions as
they pass through his' consciousness. He is shocked
at his own personal disunity, being both onlooker and
artistic narrator:
And then the music ceases. The bright lights flood
Theatre, audience, our straining gaze, and now,
Amazed as never before, myself I see
Enter between the curtain's folds, appear
As many titter and some clap hands in glee,
A sad young clown in gown of domino,
X-ray, cartoon, Picasso's freak in blue,
From the box-seat I see myself on show.
but his parables and commentaries between acts are
uttered beyond his violition. The remarks of Marcius
spectre-judges are fused into correlated analysis in
the author's mind, to demonstrate the irrevocable logic
of tragedy and the primal circumstances from which
it proceeds.
A poetical fugue follows the play and Schwartz
takes as his recurrent themes individual moral dis in
tegration, the hope of discovering a positive faith
through love or a pure asceticism, time's separation
of the individual's various selves, and fear of finnl
spiritual death approaching through numerous death?
of the heart. It is impossible to give quotations in orde'
to demonstrate the repitive development; howevei
the following are typical of the fugue as a whole:
(Continued on next page)
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POEM I
All of us turning away for solace
From the lonely room where the self must be honest,
All of us turning from being alone (at best
Boring) because what we want most is to be
Interested, play billiards, poking a ball
On the table, play baseball, batting a ball
On the diamond, play football, kicking a ball
On the gridiron, 70,000 applauding.
POEM III
Gifts and choices! All men are masked,
And we are clowns who think to choose our faces
And we are taught in times of circumstances
And we have colds, blond hair and mathematics,
For we have gifts which interrupt our choices,
And all our choices grasp in Blind Man's Buff:
"My wife was very different after marriage,"
Save postage stamps or photographs,
But save your soul! Only the past is immortal.
POEM IV
The great globe reels in the solar fire,
Spinning the trivial and unique away.
(How all things flash! how all things flare!)
What am I now that I was then?
May memory restore again and again
The smallest colour of the smallest day:
Time is the school in which we learn,
Time is the fire in which we burn.
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POEM VIII
Abraham and Orpheus be with me now . . .
Love exhausts and time goes round and round,
Time circles in its idiot defeat . . .
I ask your learned presence, I care and fear,
Abraham and Orpheus, be near, be near.

•

POEM IX
The heavy bear who goes with me,
A manifold honey to smear his face,
Clumsy and lumbering here and there,
The central ton of every place,
The hungry beating brutish one
In love with candy, anger and sleep,
Crazy factotum disheveling all,
Climbs the building, kicks the football,
Boxes his brother in the hate-ridden city.

PRINCE ALBERTS
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POEM VII
I am to my own heart merely a serf
And follow humbly as it glides with autos
And come attentive when it is too sick,
In the bad cold of sorrow much too weak,
To drink some coffee, light a cigarette
And think of summer beaches, blue and gay.
I climb the sides of buildings, just to get
Merely a gob of gum, all that is left
Of its infatuation of last year.
Being the servant of incredible assumption,
Being to my own heart merely a serf.
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POEM XI
We cannot stand still: time is dying,
We are dying: Time is farewell!
In poems II, IV, and X Schwartz is most directly and
spontaneously himself.
Coriolanus could only define his self by bringing
it into intense opposition with Aulfidius. In the
Prothalamion after these eleven poems, Schwartz ex
horts his love, "Then let us be each other's truth, let
us Affirm the other's self." Although he concludes:
I am the octopus in love with God,
For this is my desire inconclusible,
Until my mind, deranged in swimming tubes,
Issues its own darkness, clutching seas,
in the twenty-three succeeding poems, he at last
reaches a definite method for individual salvation.
He adopts a rather threadbare quotation from Kafka:
"From a certain point onward there is no longer any
turning back. That is the point that must be reached."
Father and Son imitates the advice of Polonius to
Laertes along the lines of a positive moral salvation,
and in this respect the poem is partly ironical.
Father
You must let me tell you what you fear
When you wake up from sleep:
When you wake up from sleep, still drunk from sleep:
You are afraid of time and its slow drip,
Like melting ice, like snow upon the air
In February's glittering sunny day . . .
Son
But I thought time was full of promises,
Even as now, the emotion of going away,
Father
That is the first of all its menaces,
The lure of a future different from today;
All of us always are turning away
To the cinema and Asia. All of us go
To one indeterminate nothing.
Son
Now I am afraid. What is there to be known?
Father
Guilt, guilt of time, nameless guilt.
Grasp firmly your fear, thus grasping your self,
Your actual will. Stand in mastery,
Keeping time in you, its terrifying mystery.
Face yourself, constantly go back
To what you were, your own history.
You are always in debt. Do not forget
The dream postponed which would not quickly gel
Pleasure immediate as a drink, but takes
The travail of building, patience with means.
See the wart on your face and on your friend's face,
On your friend's face and indeed on your own face.
The loveliest woman sweats, the animal stains
The ideal which is with us like the sky . . .
Son
What must I do that is most difficult?
Father
You must meet your death face to face.
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Schwartz advocates that one die in order to live (the
lreedom of Coriolanus' lay is his death), yet he evi
dently believes that such a death of the self might
occur without a metaphysical transformation, for he
makes the aged Faustus "float will-less in despair's
dead sea" and leaves Faust with only hatred and
contempt for himself.
Father and Son was partly written to show the
necessity for personal revelation aided by instruction;
this point is elaborated on in Dr. Bergen's Belief, in
which the fanatical doctor finally commits suicide in
order to test his own belief.
This young poet's potentialities are unpredictable,
and, judging by his initial effort, seem limitless. He
is a consummate musician, a brilliant philospher, and,
as his sporadic articles in the Southern Review prove,
one of the best critics in literary history. If any future
weaknesses develop, it will be due to the magnitude
of his undertaking. Positive asceticism and healthy
moral sacrifice too often decline into self-pity and
abstract metaphysics; Hamlet only found himself after
being pierced by Laertes' sword. Any process for
constructive self-integration must fix the actual ex
ternal world as its circumference; there remains the
danger that Schwartz's positive search for death to
strengthen life might devolve into medieval intellectualism and make life subservient to death. Such
self-abnegation as Naptha's is only an exalted type
of ecstasy which must ineluctably lead to destruction;
in the pleasure of the smaller death the soul is ever
drawn toward a larger to seek the core of creation,
all passions united in its one single purpose brought
to full realization when it finally destroys itself to
gain utter freedom and find the sum of everything or
nothing.
Allan Spalding
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The Undergraduate and Public Life
(Continued jrom page thirteen)
at home and their contemporaries abroad. Evidence
of increased political maturity is to be found in the
quality of student discussion in international relations
clubs and in the many student conferences on world
affairs.
One other development of the past few years must
not be overlooked. I refer to the extraordinary multi
plication and growth of national youth organizations
on the college campus. I have no first-hand knowledge
of seme of them; and they merge, split up, and change
their names so frequently (one is reminded of the
political groups in French Chamber of Deputies) that
even a brief description of their programs and activi
ties is difficult. Conservative student opinion finds
expression in the National Student Federation, organ
ized in 1926 and composed of officers of student gov
ernment on the various campuses. For some years it
was chiefly concerned with problems of foreign policy
and of student government; but of late it has turned
its attention to national issues. The Congress of 1933
proposed the establishment of the National Institute
of Public Affairs, to which I have briefly referred
above; and leaders of the organization conferred with
high national officials relative to setting up the Na
tional Youth Administration. Left-wingers ("little
red schoolboys," Mr. Dies might call them) are fed
erated in the American Student Union, which has
chapters, many of them former local liberal clubs, on
over two hundred campuses. Founded in 1935, the
organization in its annual December conventions has
urged extension of the social security and youth pro
grams of the New Deal, strongly supported collective
bargaining, and demanded the full maintenance of
civil liberties and the removal of racial and religious
barriers. The Union introduced the student "strike
ns means of expressing anti-war sentiment, This de
vice has been subsequently adopted by the United
Student Peace Committee in its annual April peace
demonstration. The Committee, which represents the
National Student Federation, the American Student
Union, and more than a dozen other national student
organizations, has until recently favored rigid neu
trality legislation, abolition of compulsory military
training in the universities, and adherence to the Ox
ford pacifist pledge. Within the past two years the
Committee has reversed itself on these issues. It now
calls for a strong defense establishment and a firm
policy against Fascist aggression, and it has repudiated
(as have young Englishmen) the Oxford oath. Thus
in the April demonstrations this year — and since all
Was quiet on the Kenyon front, I derive my informa
tion entirely from the newspapers — a dissenting miMay, 1939

nority, known as the Youth Committee against War,
staged rival meetings on several campuses. Its ora
tors called for reaffirmation of the Oxford pledge, and
with truly adult logic accused the U. S. P. C. of having
sold out to the reactionaries and militarists. As
Howard Brubaker put it, the production of a formula
to preserve world peace was "too tough a problem
even for sophcmores." Mention should be made, final
ly, of the American Youth Congress (instituted in
1934), which federates not only national student or
ganizations but religious and trade union groups as
well. At its 1935 meeting the Congress drew up a
legislative program which included demands for jobs
on public works for unemployed between the ages of
sixteen and twenty-five, federal aid for apprentice
training for unskilled youth, and federal scholarships
for needy high school and college students. A bill
embodying these demands, entitled the American
Youth Act, was introduced into the Congress of the
United States; and leaders of the organization ap
peared in Washington to lobby for the measure. Last
August the A. Y. C. played host to a World Youth
Congress at Vassar College.
In offering some evidence that the American un
dergraduate has come of age politically, I do not wish
to paint too rosy (or pink) a picture. A student
writer in a recent Collegian observed: "To tiny Kenyon the world on the other side of the Hill is more or
less a mystery; most Kenyon students are deplorably
lacking in knowledge (of) or interest in national and
foreign affairs." An equally frank observer might
similarly characterize many student bodies. If on the
basis of my own observation I were to generalize some
what hastily, I should say that student interest in
public affairs, everywhere more intense than a decade
ago, is relatively much more highly developed in the
large universities, especially in those situated in or
near metropolitan centers and capital cities. There is
a danger that politically and socially homogeneous
student bodies in the more remote educational institu
tions may remain provincial and complacent in their
prejudices.
But such remoteness from the current of public
affairs, an advantage in so many ways, need not be an
insuperable handicap in this respect. It is true that
the college so circumstanced must make a strenuous
effort to secure what the urban university enjoys as an
incident of its situation. Colgate and Union, for ex
ample, provide opportunities for their students at Al
bany and Washington respectively. We at Kenyon
are within striking distance of the political laboratories
afforded by Cleveland, Toledo, Cincinnati and Colum
bus. And if the Hill cannot always be taken to Ma
homet, Mahomet can be brought to the Hill. Alumni
who have won civic distinction can be lured back to
classroom and lecture hall. Public administrators.
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judges, legislators, industrialists and labor leaders
(even if we have to build bomb-proof shelters for the
C. I. O.) can be drawn in for round-table conference
and open forum discussion. It is my observation that
such interchanges heighten mutual respect, sharpen
wits and impart to informal talk about public affairs
and formal instruction in social sciences a "pungent
sense of effective reality."
I may remark, finally, that I have not attempted to
articulate all my major premises. I have assumed
that the college has an obligation to inspire in its
whole student population, and not merely in that part
of it concentrating in the social sciences, an active
concern with public affairs and a genuine respect for
the art of the statesman. I have assumed, too, that
the obligation is particularly compelling at a time
when, as seldom before, the nation is in desperate
need of a critical electorate and trained leadership.
But these are commonplaces, however profound in
their implications; and I refrain from elaborating upon
them. It may be enough to say that the Greeks had
a word for the man who was completely absorbed in
his private and selfish interests. They called such a
man an "idiot." And it was a Greek, Pericles, who
said: "We . . . regard the man who holds aloof from
public life not as quiet but as useless."

A Clean Sweet-Smelling Place
(Continued, from page eleven)
around the station looking at all the signs and adver
tising. And then it was time to get on the bus again.
Mike sat in a different place, right behind his son, so
he could call to them anytime he wanted to without
anybody looking up at him from a magazine and
crinkling his nose at him.
Mike was glad when the bus finally got out of
Pittsburgh, and got into the foothills of the Allegheny
mountains. He watched the scenery go past; the hills
which got bigger and bigger until some one said they
were in the mountains. Mike didn't care much for
the mountains. They were too steep, and too much
covered with trees to be of any use. Mike wondered
why there were mountains anyway. He preferred
gently rolling hills. Like there were in central Ohio.
You could do something with them.
As the bus went along the mountains melted into
hills, and finally into the plains of eastern Pennsyl
vania. Mike watched the passage of the scenery dumb
ly from the bus. None of it appealed to him. It was
either like the mountains where nobody lived, or like
the plains which had been settled too long.
The sun was slipping out of sight when the bus
stopped in Harrisburg. Everybody got out there for
dinner. Mike was sore from sitting in one position so
long. Mike's son was more so. The three of them
went in to dinner, and ate without saying anything to
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each other. Mike's son started to say something about
one of the waitresses, but he decided not to. Parents
are different from just the gang. After dinner they
went over to the seats and sat there until it was time
to go again. They were all pretty tired.
Soon after the bus started Mike fell asleep. He
woke up momentarily every time the bus passed
through a town and flashed its inside lights on. Once
he looked out the window, but it was so dark he
couldn't see anything. So he didn't bother to look out
again. Mike's wife and son fell asleep too. And the
bus droned on.
It was two o'clock when the bus reached New
York. The bus driver had to go through the car and
wake people up. He tapped them on the shoulder and
said: "This is New York. Get your bags inside the
station." Sleepily Mike got out of his chair, and got
out of the bus. The cool air outside woke him up, and
he thought of his family. He started back into the bus
to find them when they called to him from the plat
form. He turned around, and joined them.
This is New York," Mike said repeating the words
of the bus driver. All of them looked around, but all
they could see was the bus station.
"Our bag's inside," Mrs. Connerin said.
them inside where they got their bag.

She led

"Now what shall we do?" Mike asked. This trip
was what his wife wanted. She had to take care of it.
"We must get a hotel room," she said.
"What hotel?" Mikp asked. He stood there with
the bag in one hand, and his son's hand in the other.
The Plaza, or Waldorf, or Sherry," his wife sug
gested, "They're all nice."
111 ask where they are." Mike left his son with
the bag, and walked over to a man in a uniform. Mike
asked him whether he knew where the hotels his wife
had suggested were, and he wanted a nice, clean, in
expensive place. The man told him about a hotel
that was neither the Plaza, nor the Waldorf. The man
said it wasn't far away, and told him how to get there.
Mike gathered up his family, and they walked to
gether, Mike's son in the middle. After asking direc
tions from two policemen, Mike finally found the place.
It was a nice-looking hotel. Mike went in and reg
istered. "Mr. Connerin and Family," he wrote in the
register book. The room was two-fifty with another
dollar for an extra bed for the boy. Mike thought it
was a lot of money to pay, but he was too tired to
try to find another hotel.
So they went up to the room which was on the
eleventh floor. The bell-boy opened the door for him
and gave him the key and then asked if there was
anything else. Mike liked the boy so he tipped him a
nickel. He said there wasn't anything else. After
the bell-boy had gone, Mrs. Connerin unpacked the
bag, and put their clothes away in the dresser. Mike's
HIKA for

son opened the window, and leaned out so far that he
almost fell out. Mike made him shut the window and
sit down. Mike read all the notices under the glass on
the dresser. He read them over again to be sure he
would remember them.
"Well, this is New York," announced Mrs. Connerin sitting down on the bed. She beamed at Mike.
Mike looked around the room, then out the window.
The room was clean and small and blue and smelled
chemical. All he could see from the window was
another building with a lot of windows with their
blinds down.
"Let's go to bed," he said, "I'm tired." They put
the boy into bed first. Then they went to bed. It was
the first time Mike and his wife had ever slept in
twin beds. The beds were softer than the one they
had at home. Mike liked that. He rolled around on
the bed a little while, arching his back and feeling the
bed push against it. Then he went to sleep.
It was just after nine o'clock when Mike's son
woke up, and started to jump up and down on his
narrow bed.
"Wheeee," he shouted as he bounced into the air.
The noise awakened Mike and his wife. Mike got up
to look out the window. The sun was shining brightly
outside.
"It must be late," Mike said, "I wonder what time
it is."
"Let's call up," suggested Mrs. Connerin.
"Sure," said Mike. "Who?" Mike's son was already
getting dressed.
"I'll do it," Mrs. Connerin said. She picked up the
telephone that was on the stand between the twin beds
as she had seen them do in the pictures. She asked
what time it was. Then she put the telephone down.
"It's nine twenty-three," she said.
"I wish we had an alarm clock," said Mike as he
started to get dressed. After they were all dressed,
and Mrs. Connerin had washed her son's face and
hands, they went down in the elevator. On the way
down the elevator picked up a lot of people, and it
was pretty crowded by the time it reached the ground
floor. The elevator boy opened the door, and every
one started out.
"I'm hungry," Mike's son said when they had
swung into the stream of pedestrians, and began walk
ing down the street. Mrs. Connerin smiled. "We'll
find a nice restaurant somewhere, and eat," she said,
"Won't we, Mike?"
"Sure," said Mike looking at all the buildings, and
the streams of cars and people. One time long ago his
Sunday school teacher had told him about Babylon.
He thought Babylon must have been pretty much like
New York with all the noise and everybody racing
here and there. People walking behind Mike got a
little sore because he walked so slowly and looked at
everything.
May, 1939

"Why don't they keep those hicks on the farm
where they belong," one slick-haired fellow muttered
as he passed Mike. Mike didn't pay any attention to
the fellow, but he remembered what he said.
"Mike," Mrs. Connerin said, "Mike, there's an
automat over there. Let's go in."
"Sure," said Mike. So they all went into the auto
mat. There were not many people in it. Mike's son
ran away from his mother, and pushed his nose against
one of the little windows. Mike went over and stood
behind him, and looked at the little windows with all
the food behind them.
"How do you get the stuff out?" he asked.
"Put nickels in the slots where you see something
you want," Mrs. Connerin said. She had seen them
in the moving pictures. Mike got a lot of nickels from
the cashier, and they all went around and got what
they wanted. Mike lost a nickel on the coffee spout
because he forgot to put his cup under it when he put
the nickel in and pushed the lever.
That was their first meal in New York. After that
Mike and his family spent a week seeing New York.
They saw the skyscrapers, Radio City, the Battery.
They took a boat over to Coney Island, and back. They
rode on the subway, on the open street cars, on the
tops of double-deck busses. And Mrs. Connerin wanted
to go to a night club, but Mike wouldn't let her. After
four days of New York, Mike was anxious to get on
his way. The sooner the traveling was over, the sooner
he could have the place in the country he wanted. And
Mike's son was getting pretty tired of being dragged
places to see things, and of not being able to play with
the gang. But this was Mrs. Connerin's trip, and she
wanted to stay and see a lot more things in New York.
Then one day while they were sitting in their little
hotel room Mrs. Connerin suggested that they had
better start for Hollywood.
She had bought some new clothes in New York for
herself and her son so the one bag they had wasn't
large enough to hold everything. She sent Mike out
to get another one. Mike was glad to get out while
she was packing. And he stayed away for a long time.
When he got back his wife was a little excited.
"What kept you so long?" she asked him.
"There was a big crowd standin around a corner,"
Mike said. "I stayed around to see what was goin on."
"Well, what was it?" His wife took the bag he had
bought and started filling it with clothes.
"Only a kid sellin papers," Mike said.
When Mrs. Connerin had finished
packing, Mike
took the bags down to the lobby. There was a pretty
big crowd in the lobby. Mike pushed his way to the
cashier's window. He was surprised at the size of his
bill. But he didn't argue. He brought out a bunch
of ten dollar bills and gave them to the cashier. He
got his change, and joined his wife and son who had
come down to the lobby. Then they left the hotel.
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"Let's go in a taxi," said Mrs. Connerin. They got
into a taxi, and rode to the bus station. They got
there just in time to catch a bus back home. In the
taxi Mike and his wife decided that if they were going
to travel much more, they had better get some more
packages of money. They had spent more in New
York than Mike had thought they would.
So they bought their tickets, and got on the bus.
The trip back home seemed longer than the trip to
New York. They only got off the bus twice to eat.
Mike had already seen all the scenery, so he spent his
time thinking about whether there would be enough
packages of money left after they were through travel
ing to get a new place anywhere at all.
So they finally got home. The place looked just the
same. Mike opened the door, and walked inside. The
living room smelled just the same. He turned on the
light. His wife went out to the kitchen with some
groceries she had bought for dinner on the way home
from the bus station. Mike's son wanted to run out to
look up some of his friends, but Mike made him stay.
"Stick around," Mike said, "We're going to Holly
wood right after dinner." Mike went upstairs to his
room to get some matches. Then he went up to the
attic. It was so full of dust he could hardly breathe.
He went over to the place where he had hidden the
little tin box, and lighted a match. It went out. He
lighted another one. And there was the little tin box.
Mike picked it up and took it downstairs with him.
He put it in the bottom of the new bag he had bought
in New York. He decided that he would never come
back to this house again. He decided to take all the
money that was left with him so that when he saw a
place where he wanted to live and work, he could stop
there and settle down. Then everything would be
perfect, and he could send his son all through college.
"Dinner," Mrs. Connerin called. Mike and his son
went into the dining room. They ate in silence. Mike
just fooled around with his food. He was thinking how
ugly this house was. He was anxious to get away from
the musty smell, and the dust everywhere. After hav
ing been away for a week, he could hardly stand it.
His wife was anxious to get to Hollywood to see the
screen stars. Mike's son thought as long as he couldn't
be with the gang he didn't care what happened.
"We can leave the house just the way it is," Mike
said. "We won't be coming back."
"But all the furniture and things," his wife said.
"We'll buy new," Mike said." This stuff ain't worth
takin anywhere." After dinner his wife started to
take the dishes out to the kitchen.
"Don't bother with that stuff," Mike said. "Let's
get goin right away."
"But" — said his wife. "Oh, all right." So the three
of them got ready to leave. Mrs. Connerin took his
son upstairs to wash him, and straighten his tie. M'ke
already had his coat on, and he had just put the bags
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together near the door, when someone knocked.
Mike opened the door. Two men stood there.
"Goin somewheres, Mike?" one of them asked.
"Sure," Mike said wondering how they knew his
name, and whether he was going anywhere.
"These your bags?" one man asked.
"Sure," Mike said, wondering how they knew his
with her son. She saw the two men, and stopped
half way down the stairs.
"What do them men want?" she asked.
"I don't know," Mike said.
"Here it is," said the man who had opened the new
bag Mike had bought in New York. He opened the
tin box, and held it for the other man to see.
"Where ja get it?" the other man asked.
"I found it in a tree," Mike said.
"That's good. Very good," the man said uncover
ing a silver police badge. "Come along with us, and
you'll have a chance to tell your little story to a lot of
people who'll be mighty interested in how you got
this tin box."
M'ke went along with the police. Mrs. Connerin
just stood there, and watched them go away. She
wondered whether her husband really did find that tin
box of money in a tree.
The police took Mike and put him in jail. They
asked him a lot of questions about the tin box with
all the money in it. They asked him why he was all
ready to leave when they had come to his house. They
asked him who was in on the job with him. They
asked him what he did with the kidnapped boy.
And Mike told them all he knew. Then a lawyer
came. Mike told him all he knew. The lawyer said:
"Come clean Connerin, and I can get you off easy."
And then after Mike had repeated all he knew, the
lawyer said: "Yuh're not smart, Connerin. Or yud
tell me who was in this with yuh." Then the lawyer
went away. And the police came in, and put him into
a little room with bars all around. Mike was glad to
be away from all the people who had been asking him
questions he couldn't answer. And the cell wasn't
bad. Mike was so tired he got on the cot and fell
asleep. Day after day passed like that. Then they
stopped asking him questions, and left him in the cell
all the time. The cell was damp, and smelled like the
fish market at closing time. Mike's wife came in to see
him a couple of times, but they didn't have anything
to talk about, so she stopped coming.
Then there was a court trial. And Mike was asked
a lot more questions. And he told a lot more people
all he knew. And when the jury came in with a virdict of guilty of being involved in the kidnapping of a
little boy, Mike said: "I ain't done anything wrong-'
And everybody laughed. Even Mike's wife didn't
know whether he was telling the truth, or not.
Then the police came and took him back to his
cell. "Life in prison," the judge had said. Mike thoughHIKA for
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"Let's go in a taxi," said Mrs. Connerin. They got
into a taxi, and rode to the bus station. They got
there just in time to catch a bus back home. In the
taxi Mike and his wife decided that if they were going
to travel much more, they had better get some more
packages of money. They had spent more in New
York than Mike had thought they would.
So they bought their tickets, and got on the bus.
The trip back home seemed longer than the trip to
New York. They only got off the bus twice to eat.
Mike had already seen all the scenery, so he spent his
time thinking about whether there would be enough
packages of money left after they were through travel
ing to get a new place anywhere at all.
So they finally got home. The place looked just the
same. Mike opened the door, and walked inside. The
living room smelled just the same. He turned on the
light. His wife went out to the kitchen with some
groceries she had bought for dinner on the way home
from the bus station. Mike's son wanted to run out to
look up some of his friends, but Mike made him stay.
"Stick around," Mike said, "We're going to Holly
wood right after dinner." Mike went upstairs to his
room to get some matches. Then he went up to the
attic. It was so full of dust he could hardly breathe.
He went over to the place where he had hidden the
little tin box, and lighted a match. It went out. He
lighted another one. And there was the little tin box.
Mike picked it up and took it downstairs with him.
He put it in the bottom of the new bag he had bought
in New York. He decided that he would never come
back to this house again. He decided to take all the
money that was left with him so that when he saw a
place where he wanted to live and work, he could stop
there and settle down. Then everything would be
perfect, and he could send his son all through college.
"Dinner," Mrs. Connerin called. Mike and his son
went into the dining room. They ate in silence. Mike
just fooled around with his food. He was thinking how
ugly this house was. He was anxious to get away from
the musty smell, and the dust everywhere. After hav
ing been away for a week, he could hardly stand it.
His wife was anxious to get to Hollywood to see the
screen stars. Mike's son thought as long as he couldn't
be with the gang he didn't care what happened.
"We can leave the house just the way it is," Mike
said. "We won't be coming back."
"But all the furniture and things," his wife said.
"We'll buy new," Mike said." This stuff ain't worth
takin anywhere." After dinner his wife started to
take the dishes out to the kitchen.
"Don't bother with that stuff," Mike said. "Let's
get goin right away."
"But" — said his wife. "Oh, all right." So the three
of them got ready to leave. Mrs. Connerin took his
son upstairs to wash him, and straighten his tie. M'ke
already had his coat on, and he had just put the bags
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together near the door, when someone knocked.
Mike opened the door. Two men stood there.
"Goin somewheres, Mike?" one of them asked.
"Sure," Mike said wondering how they knew his
name, and whether he was going anywhere.
"These your bags?" one man asked.
"Sure," Mike said, wondering how they knew his
with her son. She saw the two men, and stopped
half way down the stairs.
"What do them men want?" she asked.
"I don't know," Mike said.
"Here it is," said the man who had opened the new
bag Mike had bought in New York. He opened the
tin box, and held it for the other man to see.
"Where ja get it?" the other man asked.
"I found it in a tree," Mike said.
"That's good. Very good," the man said uncover
ing a silver police badge. "Come along with us, and
you'll have a chance to tell your little story to a lot of
people who'll be mighty interested in how you got
this tin box."
Mike went along with the police. Mrs. Connerin
just stood there, and watched them go away. She
wondered whether her husband really did find that tin
box of money in a tree.
The police took Mike and put him in jail. They
asked him a lot of questions about the tin box with
all the money in it. They asked him why he was all
ready to leave when they had come to his house. They
asked him who was in on the job with him. They
asked him what he did with the kidnapped boy.
And Mike told them all he knew. Then a lawyer
came. Mike told him all he knew. The lawyer said:
"Come clean Connerin, and I can get you off easy."
And then after Mike had repeated all he knew, the
lawyer said: "Yuh're not smart, Connerin. Or yud
tell me who was in this with yuh." Then the lawyer
went away. And the police came in, and put him into
a little room with bars all around. Mike was glad to
be away from all the people who had been asking him
questions he couldn't answer. And the cell wasn't
bad. Mike was so tired he got on the cot and fell
asleep. Day after day passed like that. Then they
stopped asking him questions, and left him in the cell
all the time. The cell was damp, and smelled like the
fish market at closing time. Mike's wife came in to see
him a couple of times, but they didn't have anything
to talk about, so she stopped coming.
Then there was a court trial. And Mike was asked
a lot more questions. And he told a lot more people
all he knew. And when the jury came in with a virdict of guilty of being involved in the kidnapping of a
little boy, Mike said: "I ain't done anything wrongAnd everybody laughed. Even Mike's wife didn t
know whether he was telling the truth, or not.
Then the police came and took him back to his
cell. "Life in prison," the judge had said. Mike thoughHIKA for
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BEXLEY HALL

of killing himself rather than stay in a little damp,
cell that smelled like old fish.
But he postponed it
for a while.
On the next day a lot of police came to his cell.
They took him out, and put handcuffs on him.
"Where are we going?" Mike asked.
"You're going to prison," one of the police said.
They took him outside, and put him in a car. Then
they drove for miles and miles, through little country
towns and rolling country hills. Mike was sad that
he would never be able to live and work as he wanted
to. It was dark when the car finally slowed down, and
pulled up to some gates. The gates opened. Then
there were two more gates that opened. Then the car
stopped by a building, and they took Mike out. They
took his picture, and his finger prints, and they took
his clothes away from him, and gave him some others.
Then they took him to his cell.
The next morning Mike was awakened by a loud
bell. The cell door opened. There was a guard there
who told him to come out, and get in line. All the
prisoners marched down to get cleaned up, and then
they went to eat breakfast. After that Mike was assigned to a particular group of men. They were all
marched outside. Mike thought it was a lovely day.
Sun shining, blue sky. They marched for a long time.
Then a guard said: "Halt." And they all stopped.
They were way out in the country. Mike could scarcely see the fences that held him a prisoner. A guard
gave him a hoe. Mike looked at the guard dumbly.

"Good Food is Good Health"

THE

ALCOVE

RESTAURANT
(Air Conditioned)
Soda Grill and Candy Shop in Connection
Bouquet Room for Parties
Mt. Vernon

"Where your dollar has a college education"

TAYLOR'S STORE
(5c to $1.00)
Mount Vernon, Ohio

Peirce Hall

COFFEE SHOP
FINE FOODS
REDUCED PRICES

"Say," the guard said, "wassa matter? Get to work
hoeing that garden like the rest of the guys. An if
yuh don't like the work, yuh can groan to the warden."
"Do I work out here every day?" Mike asked.
"Sure," the guard said. And a smile spread across
Mike's face, as he turned to hoe the ground with the
rest of the men.

Compliments of

Mt. Vernon Beverage Co.
Carlings, P.O.C., Shlitz, Piels, Berghoff

Pitkin's Provision Store
"Everything to Eat"

FINEST FOOD

FINEST DRINKS

DAN EMMETT GRILL
CURTIS HOTEL

R. V. HEADINGTON
SUPER SERVICE STATION
Dependable Products — Reliable Service
Vine and Mulberry Sts.
24

Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Four Course Dinner 65c
All Drinks Are Standard.

Only Fresh

Fruit Juices Are Used In
Mixed Drinks
Cocktail Hour 5=6
HIKA for

ICE CREAM
AS YOU LIKE IT
\ w /i 11—pi i r~ r"\ you like your Ice Cream plain
W H t I HLK Qr fjxecJ Up jn one of those
gooey delights which are the pride of the corner soda
fountains

There's one thing you're sure to like and

that is Jewell Ice Cream.
Eat Jewell Ice Cream daily at your favorite fountain
in sundaes, sodas, milkshakes, and cones.

Jewell Ice Cream
24 hr. Service

Insured

Your

Account Solicited and Appreciated

ZONE RATES

The People's Bank of Gambier

Phone

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

Taxi

Compliments of

900
Serving the Public Safely,
Courteously, Promptly
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Public Square

JIM LYNCH
"I'll Give You a Trimming You'll
Never Forget
GAMBIER, OHIO

MERCURY

ZEPHYR

SALES

SERVICE

BEBOUT and LEEDY

20fi S. MULBERRY

Mount Vernon, Ohio

Drink

The Jacobs Shoe Repair Shop
AND
Sohio Service Station
GAMBIER, OHIO

PARADISE LUNCH SHOP

'MA

"Under Curtis Hotel"
in Bottles

High Grade Wines

Highballs and Beer
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the catch of the season
m more smoking pleasure
In every part of the country
smokers are turning to Chesterfields
for what they really want in a ciga
rette ... refreshing mildness... better taste
... and a. more pleasing aroma.

